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Prepositional Verbs List With Examples.

The verb is a word that shows actions, conditions, state of being, and possessions. Indeed,
propositions are the words that are used before the noun to show the relation between
noun and pronoun. So what about prepositional verbs? They are the group of words that
contain verb + prepositions. Like laughing at, looking at. In this article, we study the
Prepositional Verbs List With Examples in detail.

So prepositional verbs are considered as an expression that is the combination of verbs &
prepositions. They are not separable mostly in addition. The group of words requires an
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object subsequently. Because these verbs are transitive. So verb + preposition produces
another verb that gives a similar meaning to its original verb meanings.

These kinds of verbs are valid and advanced while making our speeches and
conversations strong and fluent. It would be better to learn their correct usage and
meanings properly. So for better understanding learn the propositional verbs that are listed
down with examples.

Prepositional Verbs List With Examples.

Prepositional verbs (Verbs + at)

Prepositional verbs (verb + at) Prepositional Verbs within the example.

Laughing at They were laughing at us.

Looking at Looking at them is banned

Aim at I am aiming at a higher goal.

Guess at She guessed at them quickly.

Look at Look at it properly.
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Point at He was pointing at me on the ground.

Wink at The man winked at her.

Guess at Let’s guess at the given answers.

Stare at A wild man stared at me on the road.

Glance at Put a glance at your studies.

Arrive at She arrived on time at home.

Hint at How can I give hint on the paper?

Smile at He smiles at me owing to jumping.

Prepositional verbs (Verb + to)



Prepositional verbs (verb + to) Prepositional Verbs within the example.

Listen to I listen to my parents carefully.

Add to How can I be added to the game?

Refer to Being failed he referred to principle.

Talk to We talked to him

React to She reacted to us badly.

Speak to I can never speak to her.

Turn to The discussion turns into a fight.

Agree to They agreed to go with us.



Lead to Laziness can lead to poverty.

Reply to We could not reply to them on time.

Consent to She consented to us give up.

Happen to The sadness happens to bring wisdom.

Apologize to Apologizing to him is hard for me.
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(Verb + for)

Prepositional verbs (verb + for) Prepositional Verbs within the example.

Ask for How can I ask to help?

Apply for We applied for a higher post.
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Blame for Do not blame him for failure.

Care for I do care for my health.

Pay for How much should I pay for the car?

Vote for They voted for me.

Apologize for We must apologize for our deeds.

Wish for I wish for success in the future.

Work for Everyone works for money.

Wait for Did You wait for me at lunch?

Prepare for They were preparing for dinner.



Excuse for she was excused for her mistake.

Prepositional verbs (Verb + on)

Prepositional verbs (verb + on) Prepositional Verbs within the example.

Play on I could play on time.

Base on The fight was based on money.

Count on We are counting on you so be ready.

Blame on The teacher is blamed on laziness.

Depend on Our income depends on the situation.

Impose on How can I impose on him rudely?



Insist on She is insisting on one word.

Play on Let’s play on the coin.

Comment on She was Commenting on people wrongly.

Pride on She has pride in her husband.

Rely on The people rely on the government mostly.

Concentrate on Try to concentrate on your studies.

Congratulate on The teacher is blamed for laziness.

Prepositional verbs (Verb + with)



Prepositional verbs (verb + with) Prepositional Verbs within the example.

Charge with The criminal was charged with a fine.

Agree with She agreed with him to work.

Associate with The grammar is associated with tense.

Collide with The car collided with the bus.

Coincide with They crammed the shovel with tablecloths.

Confuse about She was confused about the situation.

Cram with They deal with them hard.

Deal with They deal with them hardly.



Compare with The students are compared with the teacher.

Help with The poppers were helped with flour.

Tamper with The man was tampering with harsh words.

Discuss with Let’s discuss it with the teacher.

Clutter with the home was cluttered with smoke.

Trust with How can I trust with the minor words?

Prepositional verbs (Verb + about)

Prepositional verbs (verb + about) Prepositional Verbs within the example.

Boast about The students boasted about learning.



Ask about The man was asked about water.

Concern about She is not concerned about time.

Decide about The man made his last decision hard.

Know About I know about his problem more than his friend.

Care about They cared about their parents too much.

Think about The man was thinking about becoming reaching.

Worry about I am worried about the harsh situation.

Forget about She never forgets about his backwardness.

Laugh about I am laughing about my weakness.



Protest in They protest in a harsh manner.

Dream About The man was dreaming about his future.

Prepositional verbs (Verb + with)

Prepositional verbs (verb + with) Prepositional Verbs within the example.

Arrive in The girl arrived in the hall on time.

Believe in Do you believe in religion?

Implicate in The sword was put up there to implicate me.

Participate in The students are participating in a competition.



Involve in She is involved in destroying the rooms.

Confident in Being confident in his skill, he got 1st position.

Result in The uncured illness resulted in his death.

Succeed in They succeed in the game owing to hard work.

Trust in How can I trust in him simply?

Pride on She has pride in her husband.
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